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ABSTRACT  

paper is an analysis of the way in which the face has been viewed as a medium that erases itself as 

medium, producing a universal legibility. The idea of a “universal language” has been associated with 

the cinema as a whole, particularly the silent cinema, but the close-up of the face has been 

exceptionally privileged as transparent and accessible, easily and naturally readable. Here, we are 

dealing with a global scale—the idea of a universal language buttressed the claims of American 

cinema to be democratic, global, accessible to all. The concept has a very long history but took a 

quite specific form in the early years of the 20th century. I will argue that through its alliance with 

the discourses of physiology, phrenology and colonialism it was inextricably linked to the 

confrontation with otherness and difference. Works of physiognomy, physiology and phrenology 

(Lavater, Camper, Galton, Duchenne and others) supported the notion that the facial expressions of 

actors in the silent cinema were universally readable. At the moment when the world emerged as a 

globe and colonialism forced a confrontation with unfamiliar differences, physiognomy presented 

itself as a hermeneutic system that could allay fear of the unknown. Furthermore, it is not accidental 

that a privileging of the face (or the advocacy of a universal language that often accompanies it) is 

coincident with a claim of transparency, a denial of mediation. Face-to-face contact as immediacy, 

presence and transparency represents the lost utopia, the fantasy of pure community before the 

“Babel-like” fall into the accelerated mediation of new technologies of representation and 

communication.  
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